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Abstract
The present study was mainly conducted to explore the effect of the computer’s
Answer-Until-Correct (AUC) vs. computer’s Knowledge-of-Result (KR) task
feedback on children's speech use (compulsory-interaction), manifested innerinteraction, task performance and satisfaction during learning tasks with forty
preschool children. The effect was explored through a special computer-based
methodology that completely relied on special Digital-Playground®. The DigitalPlayground® was essentially used to control the entire experiment without any sign
of Human-Human-Interaction (HHI) either before, during, or after the progression.
Technically, no instructor, teacher, parents, experimenter, caregiver, or any other
human's external regulator was engaged as no previous training was offering to the
young users on how to use the environment or what should they do either before,
during, or after the experiment. It was hypothesized that the effect of computer's
AUC on the young users' interaction behavioral development will outperform
computer's KR in the verbalization intensity (compulsory-interaction), manifested
self-regulation (inner-interaction), and the degree of satisfaction. Despite the
results were not confirmed the hypothesis, the results generated by the game
were consistent with the statistical results in which this consistency increases, to
a great extent, the reliability of the interaction measurements used in the present
study. However, the results were not confirmed Vygotsky’s view or Piaget’s view
of self-regulation (inner-interaction) development as the results concluded that
thinking aloud (spontaneous-interaction) and self-regulation (inner-interaction)
have a reverse relationship. Therefore, thinking aloud (spontaneous-interaction),
per se, can be used to explore various and different problems that the young
users may not agree to talk about. Importantly, the main message that we aimed
to send to each single researcher including us, is to stop using different English
terminologies to describe the same phenomenon because this will not lead to a
real revolution to help our children.
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Introduction

The types of interaction

The notion that interactions between teachers and learners is
fundamental to the education experience is not new, and nor
should it be. Research shows that such interactions differ between
when slate and chalk is the primary interaction technology
and when the digitized tools of online environments, diverse
differences among such interactions have been reported in the
literature [1]. Dewey [2, 3] described interaction as a component
of the educational process where a transformation of the inert
knowledge or information occurs, in terms of the transactional
view where human factors and the environment are both taken
into consideration. Interaction is a complex concept and has
been deemed as one of the important ingredients in all forms
of education, regardless of whether technology is involved.
Interaction in traditional classroom learning focuses on the
dialogues between instructors and students. Nowadays, the
researchers in Human-Media Interaction (HMI), on one hand,
believed that the participants, or young users as the most recent
research in HMI calls [4, 5], display when they are listening
various behaviors in response to the contributions conversation
of the speaker [6]. They signal that the contribution is being
attended to, understood, and agreed upon or some other
attitudinal or affective reaction to it [7-9]. This dependence of
the occurrence of a listener response on the contribution of the
speaker has prompted many studies in HMI on the characteristics
of the speaker’s contribution that might act as cues or triggers for
the responses both from a linguistic perspective [10] and from
a computational perspective. However, the researchers in HMI
have no real understanding yet of the causes of these differences
[6].  

The integrated approach proposed by Swan [34] and Garrison
and Cleveland-Innes [35] is dependent on establishing the
equivalency of the types of interaction with the types of presence.
This means that social presence may be equated with learner
interactions; cognitive presence may be interpreted through
content interactions; and teacher presence can be depicted by
teacher interactions. This equivalency is itself dependent on
the nature and quality of the interactions themselves. Ensuring
a certain quantity of interaction in itself is not enough. It is in
the quality and appropriateness of the nature of interactions—
interactions conducted purposefully for learning—that each
type can be equated to cognitive, social and teaching presence
respectively, as acknowledged by Swan [34].   Garrison and
Cleveland-Innes [35] claim that the quality of interactions can
be determined by the extent to which they influence thinking
as critical and reflective in its practice, rather than surface
level exchanges of information. As such, quality interactions
must be structured, directed and purposeful, involving a depth
of engagement with both the content and other actors in the
learning environment, if the interactions are to be meaningful
for the learning. Ideally, interaction would be required to confirm
understanding.   However, students may be cognitively present
while not interacting or engaged overtly [35]. Agina et al. [4, 5]
were the first who classified interaction into four main types
based on the participants' reaction when they act alone without
any sign of Human-Human-Interaction (HHI) either before, during
or after progression. They clarified that the interaction, by nature,
is diversity and variable from one user to another. The diversity
of the interaction behavioral development is varying from innerinteraction, compulsory-interaction, undesirable-interaction
and spontaneous-interaction in which each one has a different
mechanism (i.e., how it occurs?), how it works, how can it be
distinguished and differentiated? They defined the compulsoryinteraction as the task-related speech, undesirable-interaction
as the task-unrelated speech, spontaneous-interaction as "the
participants' spontaneous verbal-thinking about the current task
when they act alone and without HHI either before, during, or
after the progression" and inner-interaction as "the participants'
nonverbal-thinking about the current task when they act alone
and without HHI either before, during, or after the progression".  
They also clarified how those four types are different in their
mechanism (how it occurs and how it works?).

Therefore, the assumption behind these studies is that listener
responses do not occur randomly, or at the listeners’ whims
but, instead, there is some kind of dependence on the speaker’s
contribution. As reported by Heylen et al. [11], the hope is to
find out algorithms that can produce appropriate responses in
spoken dialogue systems or embodied conversational agents
based on features derived from the speaker’s contribution. On
the other hand, the researchers in studying children's behavioral
development are guided either by Vygotsky [12-17] or Piaget
[18-20].  However, the literature still lacks, to a great extent, the
research concerning the effect of the task feedback on young
users' interaction behavioral development especially when the
external regulator is computer. Thus, the present study was mainly
conducted to explore the effect of the computer’s task feedback
of the Answer Until-Correct (AUC) versus computer's task
feedback Knowledge-of-Result (KR) on young users' interaction
behavioral development when they talk and think while acting
alone during progression. To our knowledge, this subject has not
been explored yet in the literature. The present study, however,
is completely relied on the studies that originally introduced
by Agina and her colleagues [e.g., 21-33] and considered as an
extension. For the sake of the clarity and simplicity, the term
Aginian's studies will be used to refer to the studies by Agina and
her colleagues [e.g., 21-33] whenever it is necessary.

2

Learner-instructor interaction, by nature, is compulsoryinteraction vs. undesirable-interaction
Learner-instructor interaction refers to a two-way communication
between the instructor and learners [36]. In terms of interaction,
this type of interaction is regarded as valuable by students and by
many instructors. Learner-instructor interaction can take on many
forms. Some of them are indirect, such as instructors designing a
course to stimulate student interest in course content or increase
motivation to learn. Evaluation is conducted by instructors to
make sure learners are on track, and certain assistance such
as guidance, support and encouragement is available from
instructors when necessary. Instructors are especially valuable
when students are at the point of knowledge application [37]. In
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this type of interaction, the task feedback is important. Based on
the students' task feedback, instructors can ensure that student
comprehension of subject matter, the given materials and receive
information on their own performance in delivering content.
The instructor's task feedback is vital to students’ achievement
in the courses [38, 39]. Students favor timely feedback from
instructors. In contrast, a lack of immediate feedback brings
about feelings of isolation and dissatisfaction [40, 41]. Northrup
et al. [42] confirmed the importance of instructor task feedback
to students and found it effective when provided as little as two
times per week. Students who can easily communicate with
their instructors are more satisfied with the learning compared
to those having difficulties interacting with their instructors
[43]. However, the researchers in studying children's behavioral
development [e.g., 13-18, 20] with many others including
Aginian's studies, still consider the learner-instructor interaction
during progression as task-related speech (i.e., compulsoryinteraction) or task-unrelated speech (undesirable-interaction)
depends on the verbalization itself.
Learner-content interaction, by nature, is spontaneousinteraction vs. inner-interaction
Compared to any other type of interaction, learner-content
interaction is more abstract. According to Moore [36], learnercontent interaction refers to a one way process of learners
elaborating and reflecting on the subject matter or the content.
Learners have to construct their own knowledge through a
process of accommodating new information into previously
existing cognitive structures. Changes to their cognitive structures
then lead to changes in understanding and perspectives. The
interaction of learners with the content initiates an internal
didactic conversation. This interaction happens when learners
talk or think to themselves about the information, knowledge,
or ideas gained as part of a course experience. Through an
internal conversation, learners cognitively elaborate, organize,
and reflect on the new knowledge they have obtained by
integrating previous knowledge. This process of intellectually
interacting with content is a required process for education [36,
37]. In HMI [e.g., 4, 5], this conversation may be spontaneousinteraction or inner-interaction depends on how it occurs (i.e., it's
mechanism). As clarified by Agina et al. [e.g., 4, 5], if the learner
is spontaneously verbalizing the interaction, the result will be
spontaneous-interaction; otherwise, the interaction will be
inner-interaction. They also clarified that the term self-regulation
and inner-interaction are two names of the same phenomenon.
From Tuovinen’s perspective [44], media can be classified into
five categories: sound, text, graphic, video, and virtual reality.
He argued that the combinations of sound with other media are
less likely to produce cognitive overload in that sound and visual
images are processed by different parts of the brain [45]. Mason
and Kaye [46] also indicated the vital role that learner-content
interaction plays, and that for effective learning to occur, learners
should consciously interact with or operate on the learning
materials or resources (i.e., inner-interaction).
Learner-content interaction is critical not only in terms of a
learner’s knowledge constructions, but plays an integral role in all
forms of interaction. Learner-instructor interaction enhances the
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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young users' interaction with content (both spontaneous- and
inner-interaction) in which learner-content interaction interplays
with leaner-instructor interaction (compulsory- and undesirableinteraction) and learner-learner interaction and then jointly
influences learning outcomes [47]. Learner-content interaction is
considered a good predictor, sometimes as the best predictor, of
student satisfaction. It seems that there is no conclusive result
as to which type of the three interactions best predicts student
satisfaction [48, 49]. Thus, in terms of young users' behavioral
development, the learner-content interaction, by nature, involves
both spontaneous-interaction and inner-interaction.

Theoretical critiques on task feedback with young
users
In the literature, many types of task feedback have been
investigated (for extensive details see the Power of Feedback)
[50]. The most common types are Knowledge-of-Performance
(KP), e.g., ‘‘you solved 90% of the problems correctly’’,
Knowledge-of-Result/Response (KR), i.e., ‘‘your answer is
correct/ incorrect’’, knowledge-of-Correct-Response (KCR), i.e.,
provides the correct answer to the given task, Answer-UntilCorrect (AUC), i.e., providing KR and offers the opportunity
of further tries with the same task until the task is answered
correctly, Multiple-Try-Feedback (MTF) provides KR and offers
the opportunity of a limited number of further tries with the
same task, and Elaborated-Feedback (EF) provides additional
information besides KR or KCR. However, the question of
whether young users are able to assimilate or even to understand
the meaning of these types of feedback remains challenged
(Aginian's studies). Therefore, given the fact that the interaction,
by nature, is diversity and variable [4, 5], the literature has no
clear answer yet about the effect of task feedback on young users'
interaction behavioral development and how can those types of
task feedback be applied with young users, especially at an early
age, during progression. Some studies [e.g., 51] concluded that if
a child, on one hand, completes a task simply to receive a grade
and the grade is not what he thought it should be, then he will be
disappointed and provide less effort in the future. On the other
hand, a child who completes a task to satisfy his curiosity and
receives an average grade will provide more effort in the future to
quench his curiosity or master a skill. However, numerous studies
have ranged from extremely positive, through no effect, to strong
negative effects and the feedback sign (positive/negative) does
not explain the large variance in the effects [52]. The present
study is an extension of the study produced by Agina and her
colleagues [27] to explore the effect of computer's task feedback
on young users' interaction behavioral development.

Theoretical critiques on human external
regulator’s intervention during progression
As reported by Agina et al. [27-29], researchers, up to date, still
continue to support their participants with explicit instructions
during learning tasks to think and talk aloud and prompt them
when they are silent for long periods to produce more private
speech (i.e. task-related speech or compulsory-interaction as
recently reported [4, 5]). This practice is not recommended, as it
places artificial constraints on the situation, changes the cognitive
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processes and task activities required, and distorts the natural
spontaneous emergence of both compulsory-interaction and
spontaneous-interaction, which is usually the desired behavior
under study despite the previous researchers [e.g., 53] did not
mention any thing about interaction! To be sure that the subjects
actually report their mental states without distorting them, it
is important that each subject does not feel that he is taking
part in a social interaction between himself and the external
regulators (i.e., undesirable-interaction). This sense should
be avoided or, at least, reduced to a minimum [54]. However,
there is another cause for concern: if the subject is silent for a
long time, the verbalization obtained becomes useless because
significant parts of the cognitive process may not be investigated
and might change the actual information to some extent [2729]. In addition, emotional and motivational factors can also
produce a cognitive process different from the one that would
take place without thinking aloud. The researchers usually tried
to sidestep this problem by reminding the subject to think aloud
[55]. However, this ‘‘thinking aloud’’—as a method of eliciting
data—is not the same as ‘‘thinking aloud’’ in the everyday sense,
which entails something other than sitting people down next to
tape recorder and asking them to talk [56]. Stated differently,
the participants who were asked to think aloud, as part of a
research method, will not talk to themselves spontaneously but
instead, talk to themselves because they have been instructed
to do so [27-29],which is compulsory-interaction that already
versus spontaneous-interaction [4, 5]. Therefore, the presence of
another person, as an external regulator, creates the problem of
separating the verbalization of social speech (i.e., task-unrelated
or undesirable-interaction) from private speech (task-related or
compulsory-interaction) as reported by Fuson [57] and deeply
clarified by Agina et al. [4, 5].

Methodological critiques on digital game-based
learning environments
Researchers are increasingly confirming the ways that digital
game-based learning (DGBL) environments help learners develop
cognitive operations skills [58]. Users in DGBL settings have been
described as intrinsically motivated to participate in learning
activities at high levels of concentration [59, 60]. DGBL environments
have also been described as supportive of spontaneous learning
and explorative skill development [61-63]. Some researchers [e.g.,
64] believed that games are most successful at attracting learners
when they have clear, pre-established rules that encourage gradual
advancement to high levels of complexity, and when they provide
immediate feedback that supports a sense of player satisfaction
and achievement. Nowadays, the literature involves an extensive
and massive body of research concerning DGBL in many various and
different directions such as the impact of computer use on children
[65], implementation of design-based learning through creation
educational computer games [66], evaluate GBL [67], and many
different and various topics. However, since the time of the seminal
research regarding the young users' interaction and development
by the two paradoxical researchers Vygotsky (1920s) and Piaget
(1950s), the methodology used with the young users remains the
same despite the difference in the experimental design, results, and
final outcomes (Aginian's studies).
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Despite the ubiquity and notoriety of the Vygotskian's and
Piagetian's perspectives, they have received little or no attention
as a criticize research given the fact that the computer nowadays,
as a technology, is not like hundred years ago and, therefore,
children, themselves, are different generation because of the
modern schools, sophisticated educational systems, TV channels,
video games, toys and tools, parents' educational level and so on
[26, 33]. Nevertheless, the current research in the literature still
follows either Vygotsky or Piaget with no major change that may
lead to a real revolution. That is because of the use of the same
methodology in terms of experimental design. Remarkably, the
literature, up to data, involves a huge body of research efforts
that have been spent especially in the last 10 years in the area
of adaptive learning systems and a variety of methods that have
been proposed to build learner models and DGBL, which allow a
system to personalise its interaction to individual learners [68].
A recent review paper on the subject of learner modeling [69]
outlines the different approaches for learner modelling used in
the last decade. Importantly, despite the interface design has
always considering as one of the essential elements for building
a coherent and consistent learning object, it is still believed that
interface design relates only to providing an aesthetic appearance
to the learning object.
From an interaction point of view, the interface should be seen
as the action space where mediatic objects are presented for
user interaction [70]. Psychologically, the “fashion and stylish”
interface of DGBL does not mean the product will be definitely
accepted especially by the young users at an early age when the
gender, just for instance, has conducted as an independent key
[24]. Many and many experiments and tools were failed because
of the adult-based design as many others failed because of the
difference between the game's hero gender and the young
user's gender [26]. Cognitively, the methodology used in the
literature so far, especially with young users, has to consider the
negative effect of the Children's Split Attention (CSA) as well as
the Children's Cognitive Overload (CCO) before, during, and after
progression. Thus, the current study uses a novel methodology
that already came up with different results and outcomes, which
was used by Agina and her colleagues in their studies (Aginain's
studies).

Why should be the Present Study take
place?
To date, the previous work still relies on human's external regulation
(i.e., teacher, instructor, experimenter … etc.) as an external
guidance/regulator before, during, and after the progression [4,
5, 27-29]. Therefore, the previous work relied on HHI to offer the
training on how to use the stimulus material before the actual
experiment starts. In terms of HMI, however, no study yet tries
to analyzing the effect of the computer, as an external regulator,
on young users' interaction behavioral development especially
when they act alone in an isolated computer-based environment
(Digital-Playground.). Thus, the present study is twofold. First, it
is an actual extension of the studies introduced by Agina et al. [4,
5, 27] to explore the effect of the computer's task feedback on
young users interaction behavioral development.  Second, it is a
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reformulation of the study introduced by Agina et al. [29] in terms
of HMI. This is mainly to send a message to each single researcher
to stop play with English terminologies if the researchers,
including us, really want to make a revolution regarding our
children's behavioral development. For instance, what difference
it makes when you use private speech, task-related speech, or
compulsory-interaction; what difference it makes when you use
self-regulation or inner-interaction and what difference it makes
when you use thinking-aloud or spontaneous-interaction. Is this
really leading or even help to a revolution?!!!

The research expectations and main questions
In the present study, we assumed five different expectations. Each
expectation is associated with a research question as following:
Expectation (1): The computer’s AUC is more stimulated for the
young users' overall performance than the computer’s KR.
Question (1): What is the influence of the computer’s AUC vs. KR
task feedback on the young users' overall performance?
Expectation (2): The computer’s AUC is more stimulated for
young users' verbalization than the computer’s KR.
Question (2): What is the influence of the computer’s AUC vs. KR
task feedback on the young users' verbalization?
Expectation (3): The computer’s AUC is more stimulated for
young users’ inner-interaction than the computer’s KR.
Question (3): What is the influence of the computer’s AUC
vs. computer's KR task feedback on the young users’ innerinteraction?
Expectation (4): There is a significant difference between the
effects of the computer’s AUC vs. computer’s KR on young users’
interaction during progression.
Question (4): To what extent does the computer's task feedback,
as an instrument, increase young users' interaction during
progression?

Method
In the present study, we attempted towards understanding
the young users' interaction behavioral development through
exploring the effect of the computer's AUC vs. computer's KR
on young users' during progression. The affect was exploring
through special computer-based methodology that uses special
Digital-Playground® (Aginian's studies). To our knowledge so
far, this kind of methodology has never been used before for
studying the effect of the computer's task feedback on young
users' interaction behavioral development. It is very important
to mention that the present study used and followed the same
experimental design, material, participants, tasks, experimental
conditions, procedure, and results that basically developed
and used by Aginian's studies. This is mainly to analyzing the
young users' interaction behavior development in two different
directions. The first direction is to analyzing the young users'
interaction behavioral developmental (how does the interaction
occur?). Second, clarifying the mechanism of the interaction (how
does the interaction work?). The two directions were analyzed
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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through two different conditions in which each condition was
acted by different computer's task feedback (computer's AUC vs.
computer's KR), which is a topic, for our knowledge so far, has
never introduced yet in terms HMI.

Participants
The participants were 40 students (Mage = 5.4 years) from AlNosour preschool, which is one of the public preschools at the
center of Tripoli. The teachers distributed the young users into
two equivalent groups (AUC-Condition vs. KR-Condition). Each
group involved 20 students (10 boys and 10 girls). All young
users spoke Libyan as their native language, which is a hybrid of
Arabic and Italian and was also the language used by the DigitalPlayground®. The school medical records were revised for all the
participants to mainly ensure that there is no sign for attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or similar challenges
such as the autism spectrum disorders (ASD) or problems with
hearing or vision such as color blindness. The use of computer
is so familiar among the young users at school and home alike.
The participants' parents provided written consent for any data
provided by their children to be used in the current and future
research studies.

Material: the game-based learning (GBL)
The Digital-Playground® (version 1.2) was specifically implemented
by the first author to act as a Game-based Learning (GBL) and
presented as an isolated environment. The Digital-Playground®,
unlike the others, does not require the young user to have any
previous training and simultaneously prevents the intervention
of human external regulators before, during, or after progression
(i.e., no sign of HHI). The Digital-Playground® was speciﬁcally
implemented for investigating the use of the computer as a
nonhuman external regulator with young users through different
independent variables. In total, twenty (20) tasks were selected
among the developed tasks in close cooperation with various
preschool teachers based upon the young users' daily classroom
activities. The tasks were also evaluated by a number of children
through a pilot investigation that involved 103 young users and
eventually revised by experts in teaching in many preschools.  
The tasks were a collection of puzzles, numbers matching, social
activates and picture-arrangement (Figure 1).
In the present study, we used the Digital-Playground® version
1.2® [29]. It involves two different instructional units of task
feedback (AUC vs. KR) in which each of which acted on a different
way. The AUC was applied by informing the student to think again
about the answer because the current answer is incorrect. The
KR was applied by informing the student whether the answer
is correct or incorrect without allowing the young user to make
more attempts.
Zone of proximal development (ZPD) vs. zone of users'
interaction (ZUI)
One  of the most practical feature of the Aginian’s computerized
methodology (Aginian's studies) is that it enabled the Vygotskyian
principle [71, 72] of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), that
says  "children’s private speech (i.e., compulsory-interaction) only
occurs when the task is  located within the range of their ability
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and will be less frequent or absent when the task is too difﬁcult",
to  be  practically applied with young users at an early age when
they acting alone and without any sign of HHI before, during or
after progression. This was done through a new concept of the
Zone of Users’ Interaction (ZUI), which is deﬁned as ‘‘the gap
between self-interacted learner and the need to be interacted
to learn’’. In speciﬁc, the tasks of the Digital-Playground® were
selected based on the ZPD (simple and difﬁcult) and ordered to
be presented to the young users based on the ZUI (motivated vs.
unmotivated task to interact) in which the young users became
able to face the difﬁcult tasks without seeking any help from
human external regulator, which was considered in the previous
work as one of the main complexity of self-regulation/innerinteraction. Accordingly, some tasks were identiﬁed as requiring
little self-interaction despite the fact  that they were classiﬁed as
complex tasks (see pictures 1 and 3 in Figure 1), and other tasks,
despite being classiﬁed as  simple (see pictures 2 and 4 at Figure
1), required the young user to be more self-interacted to interact
with progression in which the young users were avoided to seek
help from the external regulators to   understand the structure
of the tasks during the actual experiment and,  simultaneously,
enabled the Digital-Playground® to   act   as   a   standalone GBL
environment.
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user to interact (Figure 3) and introduced the main stimuli of
the game (Princess, Superman, time-line allotment and the
bell, which was used by Superman to tell the child that the time
allotted for the task had ended).
Ensuring the activation of the young user's inner-interaction
After the young user entered as shown in Figure (2) and became
aware about the main stimuli of the game as shown in Figure
(3), the game introduced two additional simple tasks (Figure 4)
related to  the young user’s gender (‘‘If  you  are  a boy,  touch   
the   boy’s   picture, and   if you   are   a   girl,   touch    the   girl’s
picture’’)  and young user’s favorite color (‘‘touch  your   favorite  
color’’) without mentioning the statement ‘‘with your ﬁnger’’
to ensure that the young user was perfectly able to point to the
correct item using his ﬁnger and to warn the young user to pay
attention to the task allotment time.
The young user had had to react to each task within only one
minute; otherwise, the young user ended the experiment
indicated that the experimenter should replace this young
user by another one. Stated differently, the young user had
had to ensure his interaction with his full free-will by reacting

The progression of the digital-playground®
The progression of the game was based on two conceptual
concepts. First, the teachers selected the tasks based on
Vygotsky’s ZPD and, second, they ordered the tasks based on
the Aginian’s ZUI (see once again Figure 1). Because no previous
training was  offered, as  an effort to avoid any external interaction
before the experiment, the Digital-Playground® began with the
instruction ‘‘Touch the correct sign with your ﬁnger to start the
game’’ spoken ﬁrst by the animated Princess and repeated by the
animated Superman on a continual loop  for five minutes or until
the user reacted (Figure 2). If the young user did not react within
5 minutes, he ended the experiment by himself (privacy respect).
Preparing the young user' to interact in very short time and
without HHI
An animated and musical introduction then prepared the young

Figure 1 Examples of the proposed tasks of the Digital-Playground.

6

Figure 2 The young user decides to start the game without external
regulation.

Figure 3 Prepare the young user to interact.
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Figure 4 Ensuring the activation of the young user's innerinteraction. Prepare the young user to interact.

Figure 5 The young user's decision about the next task level with
their free-will.

to the two ‘easy-to-answer’ tasks regardless the task precision
(correct/incorrect). The allotment time "one minute" is the
time usually given by the teachers in the classroom for each
child to react; otherwise, the teacher interfered. Technically,
this intervention means that the young user, for one reason
or another, ended his participation by himself in which the
Digital-Playground® was applied that by ending the session.

answer was incorrect, the computer, through Superman, warned
the young user that he should think about the correct answer
once again ‘‘your answer is incorrect. Think again’’ and continue
until the young user answered the task correctly or Superman
ended the task by ringing the ball because of the task allotment
time to answer was over (i.e., the 60 seconds to answer the task
was over). Simultaneously, the Princess turned back as a sign of
‘dissatisfaction’ about the young user’s reaction, which was an
attempt to motivate the young users’ inner-interaction and to
verbalize their interaction loudly (Figure 6).

Ensuring the young user's use of inner-interaction during the
task level selection
The game allowed the young users 60 seconds to choose the
task level (more simple/difﬁcult) and another 60 seconds to
answer the task itself.   This is the regular time given by the
teachers at the school to the young users to act/react and the
game followed the same behavior to avoid children to bother
because of the time. Before each task, the Princess asked
the young users to select (i.e., make a decision) about the
next task level (more simple/difﬁcult). Technically, the game
introduced two boards at the middle of the screen while the
Princess verbalized: ‘‘Touch the green board for the easier task
or the yellow board for the more difﬁcult task’’ as shown in
Figure (5).

The experimental conditions
The following experimental design is basically introduced by
Agina et al. [29]. In the present study, we added the necessary
research design in terms of HMI based on Agina et al. [4, 5].
The validity and reliability of all measurements were achieved
during a pilot study with 103 young users with more than 25
experienced teachers prior to this project.
Applying the answer-until-correct (AUC-Condition) versus
knowledge-of-result (KR-Condition)
Technically, during the AUC-Condition the computer, through the
Princess, read the task while Superman informed the young user
about the current status of his answer ‘‘your answer is correct"
or "your answer is incorrect’’. If the young user’s answer was
correct, the game moved to the next task level selection and
allowed the young user 60 seconds to choose the next task level
(more simple/difficult) as shown in Figure (5). If the young user’s
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

The Digital-Playground®, however, did not warn the young user
about the remaining of the task allotment time. This is mainly
to avoid distorting the young user’s cognitive process during
progression and, therefore, monitoring the learning process
simultaneously with the performance is one of the main selfregulation (inner-interaction) characteristics in the Aginian’s
studies. Instead, when the task allotment time was over, the
Digital-Playground® introduced the next task level selection
(Figure 5) and, simultaneously, the Princess asked the young
user to choose the task level and then started the actual task.
In contrast, during the KR-Condition, the Princess read the task
and the Superman informed the young user about the status
of his answer ‘‘your answer is correct/incorrect’’ instantly after
the young user first attempt to answer and, instantly, the DigitalPlayground® introduced the next task level selection (Figure 5)
and the Princess asked the young user to choose the task level
and then started the actual task until the end of the experiment.
Evaluating inner-interaction as a function of task level selection
In the present study, we used the same scoring system that
originally developed in Aginian's studies. Specifically, after each
task during the progression, the young users had have to make a
decision whether they wanted to proceed next with a more simple
task by touching the letter “( ”سsounds as: SEAN) on the green
board or more complex task by touching the letter “( ”صsounds as:
SAD') on the yellow board as shown in Figure (5). Those decisions
were considered and counted as “the correct interactional
decisions of the young user's manifested inner-interaction”
based on four devolved principles. Table (1) illustrates the list of
the four principles of the manifested inner-interaction and why
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Figure 7 The AMA-SCORE for measuring the inner-interaction as a
function of task precision.

using each principle (i.e., the rational of each principle).

classroom).

The Digital Playground® used the four principles through a computer
agent called AMA-GUIDE as the system to find out how often did the
young users apply the principles of the adequate inner-interaction
during the task level selection in points, that is; how much did the
young users collect points during selecting the task level? However,
whatever the young user decided to choose (simple/complex level),
the Digital Playground® introduced the tasks in a sequence of simple,
complex, simple, complex and so on and applied the proposed scores
before introducing the actual task to measure the young users' innerinteraction during the task level selection (Figure 5).

Measuring the young users' amount of spontaneous-interaction
verbalization

Evaluating inner-interaction as a function of task precision
In the present study, we used the same computer agent called AMASCORE [29] where the Digital Playground® used it as the system
to find out how often did the young users regulate themselves to
answer the task (i.e., the degree of the young user's inner-interaction
to answer). In other words, how much did the young users collect
points during progression? Table (2) illustrates the proposed scores
[29].
Specifically, the game automatically applied the AMA-SCORE to
score the task performance as correct or incorrect for each task and
related the final judgment of the task precision (correct/incorrect)
to the choice of task level (simple or complex) that the user already
made before presenting the actual task itself on the screen (Figure
7).
The task precision (correct/incorrect) at AUC-Condition vs. KRCondition
During the AUC-Condition, the game was evaluated the task
precision (correct/incorrect) only at the first user’s attempt to
answer exactly as the KR-Condition despite the difference in
the task feedback applied. Precisely, during the AUC-Condition
(‘‘your answer is incorrect. Think again’’), the Digital-Playground®
was only applied the AMA-SCORE system after the user’s first
attempt to answer given the fact that both conditions have to
be conditionally equivalent (i.e., applying the AUC task feedback
does not mean that the Digital-Playground® waits the user
to get the correct answer to apply the AMA-SCORE system).
At both conditions, if the user did not answer during the task
allotment time (60 seconds), the Digital-Playground® considered
that as incorrect answer (exactly as the teachers followed in the

8

Given the fact that the main differentiated factor among
the users' spontaneous-interaction verbalization and the
other verbalizations (compulsory-interaction/private speech,
undesirable-interaction/social speech,), as concluded by Agina et
al. [4, 5], is that spontaneous-interaction/thinking-aloud should
occur spontaneously and without any previous instructions/
encouragements to do so. Because there is no any special coding
manual for spontaneous-interaction/thinking-aloud verbalization
in the literature yet, all the utterances in the present study
were considered as spontaneous-interaction/thinking-aloud
verbalization for whatever the context of the utterance was.
Table (3) illustrates some actual examples of the young users'
verbalization during progression at both conditions.
As most recently reported [4, 5], the Private Speech Coding
Manual by Winsler et al.  [73] was fully inadequate to be used in
the present study given the fact that it was essentially developed
for the private speech (compulsory-interaction) but not for
spontaneous-interaction/thinking-aloud verbalization.
Scoring the young users' satisfaction
Technically, to avoid the external intervention after the session
(i.e. to avoid using HHI with young users), the Digital-Playground®
was attached with a computer agent called AMA-CHAT, which is a
Friendly-Chat Questionnaire with the Princess and Superman that
involved eight simple questions. Those questions were basically
developed through closely cooperation with the teachers to
enable the young users to describe their feelings and thoughts
(i.e., their interaction/satisfaction). Practically, Superman opening
the conversation by informing the young user that he and the
Princess would like to chat with him about the game because he
(the participant) showed a high degree of intelligence and could
help to improve the game (regardless of his actual achievement
and as a motivation for the young users to respond exactly as
the teachers followed in the classroom). Superman asked the
young user whether he would like to chat with them by touching
the "OKAY" or "NOT-OKAY" sign (means that: agree or disagree
respectively) in the middle of the screen as shown in Figure (8).
If the young user agreed, the Princess first told the user that
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Table 1 The four main principles of evaluating the young user's manifested inner-interaction.
No.

The Principle Context

1

A user decides to continue with the
simple tasks after he completed the
previous task incorrectly.

2

A user decides to continue with the
complex task after he completed
the previous task correctly.

3

A user chooses a complex task after
he completed the previous task
correctly for whatever the level of
the previous task was.

4

A user chooses a simple task after
he could not complete the previous
task because of time.

5

Any other decision, the child made
is classified as inadequate innerinteraction.

whenever he did not understand the point, he should touch her
or Superman to repeat the explanation once again. For the next
question, Superman asked the young user to touch the "OKAY"
sign once again to chat with him about the game. When the
young user agreed, Superman explained but not directly asked
the question (exactly as the teachers follow in the classroom)
and warn the young user to confirm his answer (agree/disagree)
by touching the sign of agree/disagree. This signs are already
so familiar and commonly used among the young users, as the
teachers ensured, for the agreement and non-agreement. When
the user either declined to chat, finished the questionnaire, or
the time reached 16 minutes, which was the allotment time to
finish the questionnaire based on the teachers' recommendation,
the Princess moved the game to the reward session (Figure 9).
The reward session was the last session of the experiment where
each child was rewarded with a piece of chocolate (Sinkers/
Kinder-Surprise). Those chocolates were the favorites among
the participants as their teachers mentioned and usually used
to reward the best in the classroom. Finally, the Princess and
Superman thanked the participant and informed him that he did
a very nice job with high performance and told him that when the
room light comes on, he will find the chosen chocolate with the
teacher in the meeting room.
Measuring the overall performance
In contrast with the previous work that relied on the statistical
tests to determine which condition is outperforming the other,
the Digital Playground® was upgraded to make a final judgment
between the two conditions in term of which condition is
outperforming the other using special computer agent called
AMA-POINT [29]. Specifically, the computer becomes able to
compare the overall performance between the two conditions
through a new computer agent called AMA-POINT, which is the
only ‘permitted agent to collect all the necessary data form the
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

The Rational of the Proposed
Principle
Because the user realizes that he
should not go further with more
complex tasks UNLESS he can
answer the simple task(s) first.
Because the user realizes that he
can challenge any coming task for
whatever the next level is (simple
or complex).
Because the user realizes that
he can challenge another task
especially if his answer was correct
AND the task level was complex.
Because the user realizes that the
time does not work on his behalf
and wants to take another correct
try with the next task as a simple
level.
Because the user realizes that he
should not go further with more
complex tasks UNLESS he can
answer the simple task(s) first.

SCORE

4

3

2

1

0

other agents AMA-GUIDE, AMA-SCORE, and AMA-CHAT. In more
specific words, when the other agents scoring inner-interaction in
regular points as a function of task level selection (AMA-GUIDE),
inner-interaction as a function of task precision (AMA-SCORE),
and young users' satisfaction during learning tasks (AMA-CHAT),
the AMA-POINT started acting by scoring one AMA-POINT to
the ‘winner’ condition (i.e., the condition that gained higher
regular points will gain one AMA-POINT regardless the amount
of the regular points) and finally calculating the result of each
condition (i.e., how much this condition collected AMA-POINT?)
to determine which condition is outperforming the other.
Accordingly the AMA-POINT can be defined as "the extent the
young users under X-Condition are outperforming the young
users in Y-Condition as a real quantity in points ". Importantly,
the data concerning the utterances was manually feeding to the
agent AMA-POINT because it is currently unable to automatically
make it.

Data gathering
The Digital Playground® gathered data on factors such as the
exact time the child started the game in milliseconds, the
chosen task level, the actual task level, the level responsetime in milliseconds, the task precision's (correct/incorrect)
response-time in milliseconds, the degree of the manifested
inner-interaction as a function of the task level selection and as a
function of the task precision generated by the computer agents
AMA-GUIDE and AMA-SCORE respectively, and the answers of the
questionnaire that generated by the computer agent AMA-CHAT.
For the sake of the accuracy, the video recording for all young
users was reviewed to ensure that they were acting perfectly till
the end of the experiment.

Procedure
The school has a special experimental room ready for research
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be demonstrated and, second, the necessary statistical tests will
be used to verify the reliability of the Digital Playground® results.

The overall performance (the 1st research question)

Figure 8 The AMA-CHAT for the young users' response confirmation.

The research question addressed had to do with the difference
in overall performance between the two conditions in terms of
better, worst or the same on AUC-Condition compared to KRCondition. The computer's agent AMA-POINT (Table 4) showed
that the young users in KR-Condition is outperforming the young
users in AUC-Condition, indicating—as not expected—that
children under AUC-Condition were outperforming children
under KR-Condition in overall performance.
Statistically, the effect of AUC-Condition versus KR-Condition
on the scores for task performance related to task level (AMAGUIDE) and task precision (AMA-SCORE) was performed by
ANOVA (Tables 5 and Table 6). The result revealed no significant
condition effect, F(4.37) = 3.15, p < .01, η2 = .04, indicating—as
not expected—that the young users under AUC-Condition were
outperforming the young users under KR-Condition in overall
performance.

Figure 9 The reward session.

with young users and their teachers. This room was usually
located in a quiet corner and involved a child-sized chair, an
external 17-inch touch-screen (to avoid any possible coordination
problems for the young users) connected to a laptop computer,
and two hidden portable video cameras. The first camera
captured the entire environment, and the second offered a clear
view of the task on the screen and the young user’s face. An extra
small microphone was connected to the second camera for audio
recording. The young users were kept unaware of the cameras
and the microphone to avoid a problem of splitting attention
that could lead to undesirable cognitive processes. Each young
user attended a five-minute welcome session in the preschool’s
meeting room but did not receive training on how to use the
system. The young users were told that the game required a
smart player to complete the tasks and that they should follow
the instructions given by the computer. They were also told
that neither their teacher nor the experimenter would tell the
answers even if the teacher presented. All sessions were held in
the morning at 9:30 AM to avoid differences due to fatigue. The
actual experiment ran with two young users of each group per
day (first two young users from the AUC-Condition and then two
young users from the KR-Condition) and the entire experiment
required ten days to accomplish.

Results
The present study was conducted to shed a new light on the
effect of the task feedback on young users' interaction behavioral
development based on the previous work by Agina, et al. [29].
The effect was investigated through exploring the effect of
the computer's Answer-Until-Correct (AUC-Condition) versus
computer's Knowledge-of-Result (KR) on young users’ interaction
behavioral development during learning tasks through what
currently known as Aginian’s methodology (Aginian's studies).
First, the results that generated by the Digital Playground® will

10

The computer's AUC is more stimulated for young
users' verbalization than the computer’s KR (the
2nd research question)
The AMA-POINT (Table 1) showed that, despite the young
users in AUC-Condition produced more verbalization intensity
than the young users in KR-Condition; the KR-Condition was
more ‘verbalizers’ during the task level selection than the AUCCondition. The game also showed the details of the verbalizations
in occurrences, proportions, and point as shown in Table (3),
which is also showed that there was no significant difference
between the two conditions when the young users think and
talk while acting alone in which the AMA-POINT confirmed the
hypothesis that the young users in AUC-Condition produced
more verbalizations than the young users in KR-Condition
despite the slight difference (52% and 48% for AUC-Condition
and KR-Condition respectively). The Kappa scores, however,
indicated poor agreement between the two conditions (j <
.20) in verbalization when they acting alone with computer, as
a nonhuman external regulator, that used the AUC versus KR
during learning tasks.

The influence of the computer’s AUC vs. KR task
feedback on the young users’ inner-interaction
(the 3th research question)
Overall, the AMA-POINT showed that the young users in KRCondition were slightly outperforming (only two AMA-POINT)
the young users in AUC-Condition (only one AMA-POINT),
indicating—as not expected but as the AMA-POINT generated—
that the young users in KR-Condition were outperforming the
young users in AUC-Condition. This result was already confirmed
by ANOVA as well in the overall performance (Section 4.1).
The inner-interaction during the task level selection
The AMA-POINT (Table 1) showed that the young users in KRCondition were more inner-interactors during the task level
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Table 2 The AMA-SCORE system for scoring inner-interaction learning as a function of task precision.
Score

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Context
Why?
For the correct answer of the given task
Because the user already regulated himself to always give the correct answer through
[simple/complex] IF AND ONLY IF the
selecting the complex levels AND simultaneously accepted the challenge to face the complex
level choice of all the previous tasks
tasks always AND without receiving any encouragement cues during learning task, which is
was complex AND the user responded
naturally a high degree of inner-interaction. Thus, the system scores 6 points. Otherwise,
WITHOUT receiving any encouragement
the game scored zero point. [STATUS: APPLICABLE]
cue.
For the correct answer of the given task
Because the user already regulated himself to always give the correct answer through
[simple/complex] IF AND ONLY IF the
selecting the complex levels AND simultaneously accepted the challenge to face the complex
level choice of all the previous tasks was
tasks always BUT the user received encouragement cue(s) during learning task, which is
complex AND the user responded WITH
naturally a degree of inner-interaction. Thus, the system scores 5 points. Otherwise, the
receiving encouragement cue(s)
game scored zero point. [STATUS: NON-APPLICABLE]
For the correct answer of the given task
Because the user already regulated himself to always give the correct answer through
[simple/complex] IF AND ONLY IF the
selecting the simple level intentionally AND simultaneously the user did not accept the
level choice of all the previous tasks was
challenge to face any complex task AND the user received encouragement cue(s) during
simple AND the user responded WITHOUT learning tasks, which is naturally a high degree of inner-interaction. Thus, the system scores
receiving any encouragement cue
4 points. Otherwise, the game scored zero point. [STATUS: APPLICABLE]
For the correct answer of the given task
Because the user already regulated himself to always give the correct answer through
[simple/complex] IF AND ONLY IF the level
selecting the simple level intentionally AND simultaneously the user did not accept the
choice of all the previous tasks was simple
challenge to face any complex task BUT with encouragement cues during learning tasks,
AND the child responded WITH receiving
which is naturally a high degree of inner-interaction. Thus, the system scores 3 points.
encouragement cue(s)
Otherwise, the game scored zero point. [STATUS: NON-APPLICABLE]
For the correct answer at the complex
Because the user already regulated himself to face a complex task based on the correct
level and incorrect answer at the simple
answer of the previous task, which is naturally requiring a high degree of inner-interaction
level IF AND ONLY IF the task level choice
to make this decision, the incorrect answer of the simple task is ineffective on the user’s
was a complex AND the previous answer
manifested inner-interaction. Thus, the game scored 2 points even if the current task
was correct AND regardless receiving the
is simple and the child’s answer is incorrect. Otherwise, the game scored zero point.
encouragement cue(s)
[STATUS:APPLICABLE]
For the mid-level IF AND ONLY IF the child
answers the current task correctly AND
Because of the probability that, the user may intentionally deselected the task level to
regardless receiving the encouragement
examine and checkup what the game is going to present if he did not make a choice, which
cue(s).
is a degree of inner-interaction that hardly to be known during the progression (i.e., it is
Reminder:
impossible to know whether the user was really followed that behavior or not). Thus, the
game scored one point if the user’s answer is correct regardless the task actual level
The mid-level means that the
(simple/complex). Otherwise, the game scored zero point. [STATUS:APPLICABLE]
user did not make a choice about the task
level (more simple/difficult).
For the correct answer at the simple level
and incorrect answer at the complex level
Because the simple task can be easily answered even with a low degree of user's innerIF AND ONLY IF the task level choice was
interaction as it is a natural response to answer the complex task incorrectly even with a high
simple AND regardless the previous task
degree of user's inner-interaction. Thus, the game scored zero point. [STATUS:APPLICABLE]
precision AND regardless receiving the
encouragement cue(s).

Table 3 Examples of the spontaneous-interaction/thinking-aloud utterances.
The original utterance

English translation

(Exactly as verbalized by children during the performance.
The language is a hybrid of Libyan and Italian but not pure
Arabic and written by Arabic letters)

(The translation is based on the exact meaning but not on the word-to-word
translation. During the stage of Data Gathering, the original utterances were used
but not the translation)

بعص لاؤس ةرملا يذه راتخنب حص ةباجالا امادام
ةباجالا نم دكأتن نين بواجن شاعم ضورفملا
بواجنب شاعم أطخ يذه ةرملا ىتح اناك
 أطخ ةميد وا أطخ ةميد... فففوووب
 أطخ ةباجالا شالعو... لهاس الصأ لاؤسلا
دحاو رعوأ كيجيإ لهاس لاؤس بلطت
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

AUC-Condition
Because the answer is correct, I will choose more difficult task
Suppose I do not answer until I become sure about the answer
If this try is also incorrect, I will not answer anymore

KR-Condition
Always wrong and always wrong. . . BOOFFF
Why the answer is incorrect? . . . The question is already simple
You ask for an easier task, you got the most difficult one
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Table 4 The final judgment between the two conditions (AUC-Condition vs. KR-Condition) by the computer's agent AMA-POINT.
Utterances

Responses
Start
the
game

Task level
selection

Inner-Interaction as a
function of:

(manually feeding)

Task
precision

Finish the
questionnaire

Total
Intensity

During

During

Total

TLS

TP

Intensity

(TLS)
(TP)
AUC1
1
1
Condition
KR1
1
1
1
1
Condition
Final Judgment: The KR-Condition (7 AMA-POINTS) is outperforming the AUC-Condition (4 AMA-POINTS)

Overall Satisfaction
TLS

TP

-

1

0

1

-

1

Table 5 The young users' responses in milliseconds as generated by the game, by condition.
AUC-Condition
Time needed
(n = 20)
to:
M
SD
Start the
6387
5171
game
Select the
next task11938 9358
level

KR-Condition
Min

Responses in POINTS

(n = 20)
M

SD

Sum

Max

Min

AUC

KR

Sum

Max

2548418

35011

708

11383

9534

4553496

70345

897

1

0

4775345

69109

919

7119

6235

2620401

33921

597

0

1

Task precision 590972 325760 236388968 960000 776

7046

7401

4675552

85667

605

0

1

381189

0

1

Finish the
752671 118237 271700733 915660 364584 712221
questionnaire
Final Result IN POINTS
AUC-Condition: (1) AMA-POINT

118237 351468552 947640

KR-Condition: (3) AMA-POINTS

Table 6 The effect of AUC vs. KR task feedback on the young users' inner-interaction, by condition.

During

Task selection level
Task precision
Total

AUC-Condition

KR-Condition

(n = 20)
InnerNo of the
Interaction
Utterances
in points
57
716

(n = 20)
No of the
Utterances

Inner-Interaction

No of the

Inner-Interaction

in points

Utterances

in points

AUC-Condition

KR-Condition

KR-Condition

AUC-Condition

AUC-Condition

KR-Condition

39

739

(20%)
91

(21%)
965

(14%)
98

(23%)
953

(32%)
148

(28%)
1681

(34%)
137

(28%)
1692

(52%)

(49%)

(48%)

(51%)

selection because they gained only one AMA-POINT. The detailed
result of the AMA-POINT was generated by the game itself in
occurrence, proportion, and the difference in regular points that
showed the extent the young users in both conditions applied
the AMA-GUIDE during the task level selection (Table 7). The
result showed that the young users in KR-Condition were slightly
outperforming (51%) in manifesting inner-interaction as a
function of the task level selection than the young users in AUCCondition (49%).
To statistically verify that, an ANOVA was performed, and
after controlling the task level selection, the result revealed
very slightly significant effect, F(3.89) = 4.11, p > .05, g2 = .05,

12

POINTS

indicating—as not expected but as the AMA-POINT generated—
that the young users in KR-Condition were slightly outperforming
the young users in AUC-Condition in manifesting inner-interaction
as a function of the task level selection (Table 4). Therefore, an
ANCOVA was performed with the condition (boys versus girls)
to determine the effect of the gender (as a covariant variable)
on the young users' manifested inner-interaction as a function
of the task level selection whereas the quantitative explanatory
variables were the young users' task level selection and age. The
result revealed no significant condition effect, F(3.73) = 1.83, p
> .05, indicating that the participants' gender had no effect on
the manifested inner-interaction as a function of the task level
selection. The correlation between the young users' task level
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Table 7 The extent the children applied AMA-GUIDE as generated by the game, by group.

Principles

(4) Points
(3) Points
(2) Points
(1) Points
(1)

Points*
Total

AMA-GUIDE (Self-regulation as a function of task level selection)
Occurrences
Amount of Inner-Interaction in Points
[How often did children apply the AMA-GUIDE?]
[Occurrence × Principle-Mark]
AUC-Condition
KR-Condition
AUC-Condition
KR-Condition
(n = 20)
(n = 20)
(n = 20)
(n = 20)
66
79
264
316
(.08%)
(`10%)
(18%)
(22%)
74
60
222
180
(.09%)
(.07%)
(15%)
(12%)
87
71
174
142
(11%)
(.09%)
(12%)
(10%)
56
101
56
101
(.07%)
(13%)
(.04%)
(.07%)
117
89
0
0
(15%)
(11%)
400 (50%)
400 (50%)
716 (49%)
739 (51%)
800 (100%)
1455 (100%)

*Note: the “Principle-0” holds the number of the occurrences of the young users' inner-interaction that the game was unable to understand.

selection and applying the AMA-GUIDE was (r = .01, ns.) and
(r = .01, ns.) among the young users in AUC-Condition and KRCondition respectively. Statistically, The Kappa scores indicated
poor agreement (j < .20) between children in AUC-Condition and
KR-Condition in applying each principle of the AMA-GUIDE during
the task level selection.
The inner-interaction during the task precision
The AMA-POINT, as illustrated in (Table 1), showed that the
young users in AUC-Condition were more inner-interactors
during the task precision because they gained only one AMAPOINT. The detailed result of the AMA-POINT was generated by
the Digital-Playground® itself in occurrence, proportion, and the
difference in regular points that showed the extent the young
users in both conditions applied the AMA-SCORE during the task
level selection (Table 8). The result showed that the young users
in AUC-Condition were slightly outperforming (956 points: 51%)
in manifesting inner-interaction as a function of the task level
selection than the young users in KR-Condition (953 points: 49%).
To statistically verify that, an ANOVA was performed, and
after controlling the task precision, the result revealed slightly
condition effect, F(3.95) = 5.54, p > .05, g2 = .06, indicating—as
expected and as the AMA-POINT generated—that the young
users in AUC-Condition were outperforming the young users in
KR-Condition in manifesting inner-interaction as a function of
the task precision. Because gender had no significant condition
effect on the manifested inner-interaction during the task level
selection, there was no need to run it once again with the
task precision because the result will be the same even if the
numerical result is different. The correlation between the young
users' task precision and applying the AMA-SCORE was (r = .02,
ns.) among the young users in AUC-Condition and (r = .01, ns.)
in KR-Condition. The Kappa scores indicated poor agreement (j <
.20) between the young users in AUC-Condition and KR-Condition
in applying each principle of the AMA-SCORE.
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

The computer’s AUC is more stimulated for
young users’ interaction than the computer’s KR
(the 4th research question)
In contrast with the previous Aginian’s studies, the DigitalPlayground® became able to instantly make a judgment about the
more interacted condition during progression (i.e., during learning
tasks). Table (9) showed that the young users in the KR-Condition
were more interacted (two AMA-POINT) than the young users in
the AUC-Condition (zero AMA-POINT) in which the AMA-POINT
scored one credit to the KR-Condition. In sum, the overall result,
indicating that the young users in KR-Condition gained a higher
degree of interaction than the young users in AUC-Condition.
The two different credits were concerning the third and eighth
questions where the young users in the KR-Condition were more
interacted with the level of the tasks and more interacted to act
alone without the need of their real teacher to be present with
them when they acting alone with the isolated, computer-based
learning environment.

Discussion and Conclusion
The present study is an extension of the study by Agina, et al.
[29] to explored the effect of the computer's task feedback
AUC versus computer's task feedback KR on the young users
interaction behavioral development, which is the subject that
basically introduced by Agina, et al. [4, 5]. Consequentially, the
present study uses the same methodology, method and material,
participants, procedure and results. However, the discussion
and conclusion are almost different given the fact that the
present study was mainly conducted to explore the effect of
the computer's AUC versus computer's KR task feedback on the
young users' interaction behavioral development. Importantly,
this section is not going to discuss whether the present study is
consistent or inconsistent with the previous work as it is focusing
on the reflection upon the experimental design, describing the
main implications of the results, explaining the most significant
limitations that the future work should remedy, and eventually
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Table 8 The extent the young users applied AMA-SCORE as generated by the game, by group.
AMA-SCORE (Inner-Interaction as a function of task precision)
AUC-Condition
KR-Condition
Score
Occurrences
Score-6
Score-5
Score-4
Score-3
Score-2
Score-1
Score-0
Total

(n = 20)
Amount of Inner-Interaction

(n = 20)
Amount of Inner-Interaction

Occurrences
59

[Occurrence × Score-Mark]
354

(22%)
N/A
224

(15%)
N/A
103

(18%)
N/A
412

(14%)
N/A
112

(12%)
N/A
224

(26%)
N/A
39

(21%)
N/A
78

(28%)
91

(12%)
91

(10%)
109

(.04%)
109

(23%)
27

(.05%)

(27%)
41

(.06%)

71

[Occurrence × Score-Mark]
426

(18%)
N/A
56

0

(.06%)
357 (89%)

Unknown
scores

0

(10%)
351 (88%)*

965 (51%)

953 (49%)

43

49

(11%)

(12%)

Table 9 The effect of the computer's intervention on young users' satisfaction, by group.
The friendly chat questionnaire during
learning tasks with Princess and
Superman
(To what extent did the young users
interacted during learning tasks?)
(1) The game is easy to use.
(2) It is easy to select the task level.
(3) All tasks are difficult.
(4) The task time is enough.
(5) You will play this game once again.
(6) You will recommend this game.
(7) You like this game.
(8) You want the teacher [teacher’s name]
to be with you to finish the tasks.

Children's reactions
AUC-Condition
KR-Condition
(n = 20)
Agree
20     
(100%)
20

AMA-POINTS
(Which condition was more
comfortable in points?)

(n = 20)

Disagree
-

Agree
20     
(100%)
20     

Disagree

AUC-Condition

KR-Condition

-

0

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

13

(100%)
2

18

(35%)
12

(65%)
8

(10%)
6

(90%)
14

(60%)
20     

(40%)

(5%)

-

-

(95%)
20     

-

-

(100%)
7

(100%)
20
(100%)
  20
(100%)
6

14

(100%)
20     

  5

(100%)
15

(100%)
  15

(100%)
5

0
(70%)
(15%)
(85%)
Final Result
The KR-Condition (2 AMA-POINT) is more comfortable/satisfied  than AUC-Condition (0 AMA-POINT)

14

(30%)

1
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stating the recommendations in terms HMI. That is because the
nature of the present study is to be inconsistent with the previous
work because of the computerized methodology used.

The overall performance
Overall, the results from the present study show that the young
users in the KR-Condition outperform the young users in AUCCondition where the significant effect can be understood
through the new computer agent AMA-POINT, which clarifies the
difference between the two conditions in credits and as a real
quantity in points.
In terms of HMI, this result has never seen before. However,
despite the overall results generated by the computer agents
AMA-POINT, AMA-GUIDE, AMA-SCORE and AMA-CHAT are not
confirmed the proposed hypothesis that the young users in AUCCondition will outperform children in KR-Condition, the result of
the statistical ANOVA is fully consistent with the game’s results
that, to a great extent, proves the reliability and validity of the
proposed measurements of the young users’ inner-interaction as
a function of the task level selection and as a function of task
precision as well as the young users' interaction as a real quantity
in points. This result has never seen before in HMI that the
interaction can be measured during progression without any sign
of HHI.

Are Vygotsky's- and Piaget's view versus innerinteraction?
On one hand, the Vygotskyian’s view of self-regulation/innerinteraction (1978; 1986) is that inner-interaction is behavioral,
appears after and as a result of regulation by others (i.e., as a result
of learner-Instructor interaction) in a specific task and promoted
by external regulators (i.e., HHI). On the other hand, Piaget’s view
of inner-interaction [74] is that inner-interaction is psychological
and promoted by giving children extensive opportunities to make
choices and decisions. In terms of HMI, however, self-regulation
and inner-interaction, as reported by Agina, et al. [4, 5], are
different terminologies used to describe the same phenomenon
given their identical mechanism (i.e., how it occurs? and how
it works?). This result is fully is confirmed by the present study.
From a technical point of view, however, the mechanism’ of the
Aginian’s methodology (Aginian's studies), by nature, does not
confirm Vygotsky’s view of self-regulation (inner-interaction) and
that is because the participants do not receive any regulation
before, during, or after progression. Simultaneously, the Aginian’s
methodology does not also confirm Piaget’s view of innerinteraction and that is because the computer's feedback (AUC
and KR alike) are eventually a kind of external regulation despite
it is delivered by a nonhuman’s regulator (i.e., computer through
the Digital-Playground®). This, in turn, makes the results of the
present study or, at least the most, will be inconsistent with the
previous work and that is the main reason why the present study
does really pay attention to the consistency/inconsistency with
the previous work given the fact that ultimate goal is to show
to the powerful effect of the computerized methodology on the
young users' behavioral interaction development.
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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Implications of the results
The results of the present study provide evidences that the
relationship between the young users' spontaneous-interaction
(thinking aloud) verbalization and the manifested innerinteraction (self-regulation) is inverse relationship, which is
the result that has never seen before in the literature! This is
very clear because the young users in AUC-Condition are more
verbalization productive and, simultaneously, gain a lower degree
of inner-interaction in overall performance. While this result has
never seen before and supports the Aginian’s previous studies
that spontaneous-interaction (i.e., thinking aloud) should occur
spontaneously without any previous instruction to do so (i.e.,
without any sign of HHI), it is really surprising that the previous
work still rely on the same three common thinking aloud protocols,
which are concurrent think aloud, retrospective thinking aloud,
and constructive interaction, for gathering the thinking aloud
verbalization. The previous work relied on that without realizing
the fact that all of those protocols are already controlled through
and by HHI, which is already detrimental as thinking aloud
(spontaneous-interaction) should occur spontaneously and
without any previous instruction to do so or any sign of HHI before/
during/after the progression. This implication leads strongly the
future work to seriously taking into account the reinvestigation of
the thinking aloud protocols in terms of HMI and to develop such
a new protocol or a number of protocols given the fact that the
young users are already providing evidences that they can think
and talk while acting alone with a computer.
Cognitive psychological implication
From an analytical point of view, however, there is a sensitive
implication in the present study that has to be seriously taken
into account and consideration in the future work concerning the
context and content of spontaneous-interaction (i.e., thinking
aloud). Precisely, the content of the young users' verbalization,
per se, in the present study is directed and guided either by the
computer's task feedback AUC or KR despite the fact that all the
verbalization in both conditions is a pure thinking aloud (i.e.,
spontaneous-interaction) because the young users were not
asked to verbalize their thinking by any means before, during,
or after progression. In more simple words, the content of the
thinking verbalization of the AUC-Condition and KR-Condition
is respectively guided by the context of the AUC, itself, and KR,
itself, in that it can be said ‘‘this is an AUC-based spontaneousinteraction’’ and ‘‘that is a KR-based spontaneous-interaction’’.
This implication leads to realize the fact that if the interaction
is naturally guided by the current process like AUC or KR in the
present study, then why do not utilize this powerful feature to
guide the young users to spontaneously verbalizing their actual
thinking/interaction about such important developmental
problems and issues such as their relationship, for instance,
with their parents,   teachers, and classmates, and why do not
utilize it to spontaneously enable young users to express the
most significant problems they face in their social/academic/
personal life (i.e., it can be simply said: this is parents-based
spontaneous-interaction, this is teacher-based spontaneousinteraction and so on. Of courses, each of those subjects requires
special set of tasks that have to be very carefully and accurately
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developed). This implication, in turn, leads the future work to
seriously reinvestigate the current thinking aloud protocols
used in the literature when young user, especially at an early
age, are conducted to be the end-users to think and talk while
acting alone. Consistent with this conclusion, the present study
can be considered as the first cultivated seed of developing the
‘‘Spontaneous-Interaction Coding Manual’’ given the fact that
the literature, up to date, still has no such a manual yet that the
researchers may use to identify and classify the verbalization and
elicitation of the spontaneous-interaction.

The study main limitations
Nonetheless, the present study still ‘captured’ by the game’s
inability to integrate the amount of inner-interaction (selfregulation) for each young user during each single task as a real
and unique quantity (i.e., from the task level selection to the task
precision) in which the integrated quantity of each condition
can be mathematically calculated. Technically, there is another
problem concerning the new agent AMA-POINT in which the
data of the utterances gathered has to be manually entered to
the Digital-Playground®. This is because AMA-POINT is currently
unable to automatically make it. Indeed, we are not going to work
on the technology of the speech recognition as we already have
an alternative to make it based on the fact that the young users
can act alone with the computer in which this technique has to be
first tested and then evaluated as well (currently this technique
is under construction). Another important limitation is that the
Digital Playground® does not consider the effect of the number
of the attempts that the young user spent to answer the task
during the AUC-Condition. Mathematically, this point might be
very useful in scoring the young users' inner-interaction in more
specific calculation.
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Recommendations
From a practical point of view, the present study is drastically
recommending that the researchers should stop play with English
terminologies to describe the same phenomenon. The best
example that can be given is to consider the present study and
the original study introduced by Agina, et al. [29]. Both studies
use the same methodology, experimental design, material,
participants and results where the main difference is that the
present study has introduced in term of HMI. This leads to state
the following sensitive questions:
- What difference it makes when using the term private
speech, task related-speech, or compulsory-interaction?
- What difference it makes when using the term social
speech, task unrelated-speech, or undesirable-interaction?
- What difference it makes when using the term thinking
aloud or spontaneous-interaction?
- What difference it makes when using the term selfregulation or inner-interaction?
In other simple words, a scientific revolution that may help the
developmental process of our children in all terms will not raise
as long as we just play with English terminologies to describe the
same phenomenon. As long as we do not change our thinking,
we will not help our children as we will just repeat what already
available in the literature!
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